
Recommended Matterport Scan Service Checklist

  DAY/NIGHT BEFORE SHOOT 

   Confirm appointment with client 

   Charge Matterport Pro 3D Camera 

   Charge Apple iPad 

   Download Matterport Capture app to iPad 

   Check available free space on iPad 

  DAY OF SHOOT

   Bring your Matterport Pro 3D Camera, QR Clamp, tripod, and iPad 

   Walk through the place to get oriented. Determine what you will and will not scan. 
          Find the best path through the place 

   Turn on lights as needed to brighten a room 

   Turn off any fans 

   Adjust shades as necessary to create consistent lighting throughout the place  

   Open all doors to rooms you want like captured  

   Tidy up the property, arrange furniture as needed, remove any trash, bags, or clutter 

   Be sure everything stays in the same place throughout the shoot. Keep pets, people, 
         and anything else that moves out of the area 

   Remove any personal or private items
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  DURING SHOOT 

   Set up the camera, make sure camera is tight and secure on the tripod, launch the 

          Matterport Capture app, connect over the camera’s internal WiFi, and begin scanning 

   Walk behind the camera or leave the room while the camera is scanning 

   Once the revolution is complete, move the camera 5 to 8 feet (1.5 to 2.5 m) to the next position 

   Maintain a clear line of sight to a previous scan position 

   Check the alignment occasionally to be sure your scans are placed in the correct position 

   Mark features such as mirrors, windows, and trim immediately after every scan. For more on 

         marking features, refer to the  Help icon inside the Capture App or use your smartphone to 

         read support.matterport.com 

   Scan in a straight line when moving through hallways

  BEFORE YOU LEAVE SHOOT 

   Check the Capture preview to be sure you’ve captured all desired areas 

   Scan again at natural points of interest where visitors might want more details  

   Make sure all features (windows, mirrors, and trim) are marked and the 

          markings are oriented correctly 

   Turn off all lights and lock doors 

   Put key in lock box (if applicable)  

   Notify property owner or agent that you are done
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  AFTER SHOOT 

   At your home, office, or coffee shop (where you have good Wi-Fi access), upload the model to Matterport Cloud 

   Wait for the model to finish processing 

   Make edits to the Space (Edit details, Add Mattertag™ Posts, Take Snapshots, Create Highlight Reel, etc.) 

   Send complete Matterport Space to customer
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